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Defence Counsel for Morris Kallon

Stephen Rapp
Christopher Staker
James C. Johnson
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Charles Achaleke Taku
Melron Nicol-Wilson
Defence Counsel for Issa Sesay
Wayne Jordash
Sareta Ashraph
Court Appointed Counsel for Augustine
Gbao
Andreas 0' Shea
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1. The Defence for Morris Kallon ("the Kallon Defence") files the following materials in
compliance with the Consequential Orders Concerning the Preparation and
Commencement of the Defence Case l .

Reduced Witness List and Revised Summaries
2. In compliance with Orders 2 and 3, the Kallon Defence have attempted to reduce its core
and back up witness list. (See Annex A, revised "core" witness chart, and Annex B,
revised "back-up" witness chart) The Kallon Defence currently have a "core" witness list
of 83 witnesses (reduced from 96 witnesses)2 and a "back-up" witness list of 64
witnesses?
3. The Kallon Defence are committed to have the witness list reduced, having regards to the
concerns expressed by the Chamber but are also concerned about the uncertainty and the
vagaries concerning the accessibility and availability of witnesses when the defence case
for Mr Kallon is about to commence. Be that as it may, the Kallon Defence is rigorously
continuing its investigations and will in due course be in a better position to further
reduce its witness list. The Kallon Defence will further be able to reduce its witness list
once the case for the First Accused begins and the Kallon Defence have a better idea of
the evidence before the Court.
4. The Kallon Defence have met with the Chamber's legal officers and accordingly
reviewed the summaries of its witnesses' testimonies in accordance with Order 3. The
summaries of the following witnesses have been revised:
"Core" Witnesses
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

DMK-014
DMK-016
DMK-017
DMK-019
DMK-028
DMK-03l
DMK-032
DMK-033
DMK-037
l.
J. DMK-039
k. DMK-044
'Prosecutor v Sesay et at. SCSL-04-15-T-746, Consequential Orders Concerning the Preparation and
Commencement of the Defence Case, 28 March 2007.
2 Witness DMK-I27 has been removed from the "core" witness list. Witnesses DMK-OOl, 008, 004, 024, 025, 055,
067,070, 158, 113, 143, 148, 151 and 152 have been moved to the "back up" list. DMK-121 was listed previously
on both the "core" and "back up" list and has now correctly been deleted from the "core" list. Witnesses DMK-002
and 059 have been moved from the "back up" to the "core" list.
3 Witnesses DMK-009, 012, 020, 062, 065, 099, 101 and 153 have been removed from the "back up" witness list.
DMK-017 and 105 were listed previously on both the "core" and "back up" list and have now correctly been deleted
from the back up list.

2

1.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.

DMK-078
DMK-087
DMK-095
DMK-lOO
DMK-124
DMK-133
DMK-138

"Back Up" Witnesses
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
1.

J.
k.
1.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

DMK-OOI
DMK-003
DMK-OlO
DMK-040
DMK-030
DMK-038
DMK-043
DMK-045
DMK-046
DMK-067
DMK-070
DMK-080
DMK-086
DMK-094
DMK-107
DMK-109
DMK-117

5. The Kallon Defence are continuing its investigations with a view to re-interviewing
witnesses and will file supplemental summaries where deemed necessary.

Protective Measures
6. The entirety of the protective measures granted by this Chamber will apply to all Kallon
Defence witnesses' testimony in Court. 4 The Kallon Defence will promptly and formally
apply to the Chamber for any variation of protective measures.

Revised Evidentiary Chart
7. The Kallon Defence file a revised evidentiary chart in compliance with Order 6. (See
Annex C.)

Prosecutor v Sesay et at. SCSL-04-15-T-739, Decision on KaHan Defence Motion for Innnediate Protective
Measures for Witnesses and Victims and for Non-Public Disclosure, 18 March 2007, para 34.

4

3

Testimony of the Accused

8. The Kallon Defence have had further consultations with Mr Kallon and Mr Kallon has
expressed his intention as of now to testify pursuant to Rule 85(C) of the Rules of
Procedure and Evidence. Accordingly, the Kallon Defence will file with the Court a
summary of the facts about which he will testify as soon as possible and no later than 21
days prior to his testimony at trial. However, the Kallon Defence wish to stress that an
Accused has a right to silence ifhe elects to do so at any given time subject to notice.

Dated 16 A ,ri1 2007

Shekou Touray
Lead Counsel 1

4

LIST OF AUTHORITIES

Prosecutor v Sesay et al. SCSL-04-l5-T-746, Consequential Orders Concerning the Preparation
and Commencement of the Defence Case, 28 March 2007.
Prosecutor v Sesay et al. SCSL-04-l5-T-739, Decision on Kallon Defence Motion for Immediate
Protective Measures for Witnesses and Victims and for Non-Public Disclosure, 18 March 2007,
para 34.
Annex A - A revised "core" witness chart in compliance with Orders 2 and 3. [48 pages]
Annex B - A revised "back-up" witness chart in compliance with Orders 2 and 3. [26 pages]
Annex C - A revised evidentiary chart in compliance with Order 6 [5 pages]
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KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

ANNEXA
KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS CHART
In compliance with Order 2 & 3 of the Consequential Orders
Concerning the Preparation and the Commencement of the Defence Case
BO WITNESSES

1.

DMK
No

Description of expected testimony

Para
of Indictment
Indictment
counts

002

The Witness will testify that she met Kallon 37,38
in Bo in 1997. KaHon stopped some soldiers
harassing her. The Witness never heard about
KaHon committing any of the crimes alleged
inBo.

1 - 14

Estimated
Language
time
for
testimony
40 minutes

Krio

~
SCSL-2004-15-T

1148

4/16/2007

~

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

BOMBALI WITNESSES

DMK
No

2. I 018

3. I 021

4. I 031

Description of expected testimony

Para
of I Indictment
Indictment
counts

I The witness met Kallon in Makeni in 2000. I 37,38,44,83
Kallon punished combatants who were
accused of harassing civilians. He can testify
to Kallon's good relationship with civilians.
The witness heard that Kallon was not
involved in the UNAMSIL abductions but
rather that it was other RUF combatants who
were involved. Kallon promoted disarmament
and the peace process.
I The witness will testify he was a civilian I 38,41,44
when the RUF entered Bombali district and
he was appointed to liaise between the RUF
and civilians in his area. Kallon was later
based at Magburaka. The witness will testify
to his knowledge of infighting between the
RUF in Magburaka and Makeni. He will also
speak about the good relationship between
civilians and the RUF and how RUF
combatants were disciplined if they harassed
civilians.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He met Kallon I 37,43,68,83
in Magburaka around 1998. He can testify to
Kallon's good relationship with civilians. He
will testify that he did not see Kallon commit
crimes such as rape, looting or burning. He
did not see Kallon use child combatants. He
will testify that Kallon was not involved in

SCSL-2004-15-T

2/48

Estimated
Language
time
for
testimony

1 - 18

2 hours

Krio

1 - 14

2 hours

Krio

1, 2, 12, 15, I 2 hours
16,17,18

Krio

4/16/2007

~

---.

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

5. I 037

6. I 044

7. I 082

8. I 095

the abduction of the UNAMSIL peacekeepers
in Magburaka.
I The witness will testify that she came to know I 37, 83
the RUF in Makeni in 1999. She will testify
about infighting between different factions of
the RUF in Makeni. She will testify that
Kallon did not use child soldiers. She will
testify about the good relationship between
the RUF and civilians in Makeni. She will
testify about the abduction of the UN
Peacekeepers in Makeni and that Kallon was
not involved.
I The witness will testify about Kallon's good I 37,38,68, 83
relationship with civilians in Magburaka after
1998 and Kallon's disciplinarian stance
against RUF combatants who harassed
civilians. The witness did not see the use of
child combatants. The witness will further
testify that Kallon was not involved in the
abduction of the UNAMSIL peacekeepers in
Makeni.
I The witness will testify he met Kallon in 137,41,43,44,
Masingbi in 1998. Kallon invited the witness 83
and other CDF fighters to join with him in
protecting the area. Kallon advised that they
should protect the civilian population. Kallon
punished RUF combatants who distressed
civilians. Kallon did not use child combatants.
The witness will testify that Kallon was not
involved in the abduction of the UNAMSIL
peacekeepers and that Kallon was supportive
of the disarmament process.
I The witness will testify he met Kallon in 1998 I 37,43,68, 83
in Makeni. He will testify to Kallon's good

SCSL-2004-15-T

3/48

1 - 18

I 2 hours

1, 2, 12, 14, I 1 hour
15,16,17

Krio

Krio

I 1.5 hours

Krio

1, 2, 12, 15, I 1.5 hours
16,17,18

Krio

1,2, 12,

~
4/16/2007

J3

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

9. I 105

10.1 119

11.1 120

relationship with civilians, citing an incident
where Kallon came to the aid of a civilian
being harassed by RUF combatants whom
Kallon subsequently disciplined. The witness
will testify that he did not see Kallon use
child combatants. He will also state that he
did not see Kallon commit any of the crimes
alleged in Makeni, such as looting or burning.
The witness will further testify that Kallon
was not involved in abduction of the
UNAMSIL peacekeepers in Makeni.
I The witness was a liaison between the RUF
and the civilians in Makeni and will testify to
the good relationship between civilians and
the RUF in that area. The witness has
knowledge that Kallon supported education
initiatives in the area.
I The witness will testify he met the RUF in
Makeni in 1998. The witness was a civilian
administrator and will testify about the good
relationship between the RUF and civilians in
Makeni. The witness did not observe
instances of 'forced marriage' or deliberate
burning of houses. The witness will testify
that he advised the DDR camp supervisor not
to begin the disarmament process without
proper consultation with the RUF. Later
Kallon came to the camp and expressed
frustration that no proper consultation or
planning was undertaken.
I Witness was in Makeni when she encountered
RUF soldiers, including Kallon. She cannot
recall the year. The RUF men gave her food
and supplies, and asked that she stay with

SCSL-2004-15-T

4/48

I 37

1 - 14

I 37,43,83

1, 2, 7, 14, I 2 hours
15, 16, 17,
18

37,38,42,43, 4,6,14
44,45,51,54,
57,61,65,68,
69, 73, 77,81

40 minutes

2 hours

Krio

Krio

Krio

~

4/16/2007

~

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

12.1 124

13.1131

14.1 147

SCSL-2004-15-T

them in the town. The witness was able to
start schools to help educate the children in
the area, with help from RUF commanders.
Kallon spoke out against looting, and made
sure the schools were protected. The witness
maintains the rebels had good relations with
the civilians in Makeni.
The witness will testify she first met Kallon in
Makeni around 1999. The witness will testify
that Kallon had a good relationship with
civilians. She will testify that Kallon
supported the disarmament and peace process
which some RUF combatants disliked.
Witness was in Makeni in 1998 when RUF
rebels entered the town. Witness will testify
that while in Makeni, he liaised with the G5
office of the RUF. Witness states that Kallon
was based in Magburaka only visiting Makeni
infrequently. Witness will testify that Kallon
treated civilians with respect. Witness states
that no looting, rape or burning of houses took
place.
Witness was assigned to UNAMSIL in March
2000, as a commander. He was based in
Makeni, and reports he never knew Kallon.
Many of the RUF people the witness met
while held captive by the RUF were of
Liberian origin. He knows of no involvement
Kallon had in the attacks on UN
peacekeepers.

5/48

I 30 minutes

137

1 - 14

137,39,43, 54,
77

1,2,.6, 7, 8, I 1.5 hours
9, 14

Krio

I 83

15, 16, 17, I 2.5 hours
18

English

Krio

4/16/2007

~

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

KAILAHUN WITNESSES

DMK
No

15. 059

Description of expected testimony

Para
of Indictment
Indictment
counts

The witness wiH testify that he met KaHon in 37,38,43,44,
Kailahun around 1994 at a meeting where he 68
addressed civilians and RUF combatants and
stressed that civilians should be taken care of
The witness next saw KaHon when the ICRC
distributed food. KaHon admonished RUF
combatants not to interfere with these
supplies and also not to interfere with the
farming activities of civilians. The witness did
not see KaHon use child combatants. The
witness wiH testify about the good
relationship between the RUF and civilians.
The witness did not observe occurrences of
'forced marriage'.

Language
Estimated
time
for
testimony

1, 2, 7, 12, 1.5 hours

Mende

13,14

F;
SCSL-2004-15-T

6/48

4/16/2007

~

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

KENEMA

DMK

I Description of expected testimony

No

16.1017

17.1 104

SCSL-2004-15-T

Para
of I Indictment
Indictment
counts

The witness is a RUF Insider. He was based 69, 70
113
in Tongo Field from 1997 and can give
evidence as to the command structure there
and which RUF combatants were responsible
for mining activities. The witness wiH testify
that KaHon was not responsible for forced
mining or the killing of civilians. The witness
wiH testify to KaHon's disciplinary role in the
RUF. He wiH testify that KaHon cautioned
combatants against the use of child soldiers
and the commission of other crimes.
Witness met KaHon, when he came to 136,37,38,43, I 9, 11, 13
investigate reports that a renegade RUF 44,69, 70
commander had been harassing civilians and
forcing them to conduct mining activities on
his behalf. Complaints had been made by
civilians, including the witness, to the RUF
command, and KaHon came in response to
this. The witness attended a public meeting at
which KaHon spoke and promised swift
action to stop harassment. This action was
later taken.

7/48

I Estimated

I Language

time
for
testimony
12.5 hours

~o

1.5 hours

Krio

4/16/2007

\1~

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

KONO

DMK
No

18.1 032

19.1 073

20.1 084

I Description of expected testimony

, The witness is a RUF insider and worked as a
radio operator. He will testify about the
retreat from Makeni to Kono in 1998 and
instances of looting. He will also testify about
the RUF command structure in Kono from
1998 to 1999 and Kallon's de facto role. He
will testify that Kallon did not order the
burning down of Kono.
I The witness is a RUF insider and was based
in Kono from 1998. He will testify that
Kallon was not involved in the looting of the
Kono Bank and that he was not responsible
for mining activities. The witness was present
in Makeni during the abduction of the
UNAMSIL peacekeepers and will testify that
Kallon was not involved.
I In 1998, after the intervention, the witness
was brought from her village to Koidu Town
by rebels. She can speak to the good treatment
she received at the hands of the RUF, and
from Kallon specifically. She states civilians
generally were looked after by the G5 Unit,
and food and medicine were provided. The
witness states Kallon was rigorous in
punishing breaches of the RUF laws,
including the prohibition on rape. She further
states the man killed by Kallon in connection

SCSL-2004-15-T

8/48

Para
of I Indictment
Indictment
counts

25, 77

136,69, 70, 77,
80,83

I 14

I Estimated

I Language

time
for
testimony
, 2.5 hours

IKrio

1, 2, 13, 14, I 2.5 hours
15, 16, 17,
18

Krio

37, 38,42,43, 4,6,13
44,45,48, 54,
55,61,62,69,
71,80

1.5 hours

Krio

4/16/2007

*

~

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

21.1088

22.1 126

23.1 142

to a sacrificial sheep was a combatant.
Witness was traveling to Kono to undertake
diamond mining, when he was set upon and
beaten by AFRCI SLA soldiers wanting to
loot his diamond proceeds. Kallon intervened
to free him and other civilians. When fleeing
Kono with Kallon's help, the witness saw
buildings in the town burning, and heard from
others leaving the area that the AFRCI SLA
had set houses alight.
The witness is a RUF insider. He was based
in Kono from 1998 to 1999 and can give
evidence about the RUF command structure
there at the time. The witness will testify that
Kallon would warn combatants not to commit
crimes and informed them of their
punishments should they do so.
The witness, a former NPRC staffer, was in
Freetown up to 1995, when he resigned his
post and moved to Kono. Witness saw
fighting between Kamajors and junta forces in
Kono after the ECOMOG intervention, and
met with RUF troops near Tombodu. The
RUF men, according to the witness, saw to
his needs and took him to be cared for by
their commander. The witness can speak to
the command structure operating in Kono at
this time, and to communications practices to
which he was privy. Witness states Kallon
was present, and maintained good relations
with civilians. He will also testify to cooperative, rather than coercive, mining efforts
undertaken between combatants and civilians.
The witness will also speak to the rift between

36, 37, 38,41, I 14
42,44,77,80

1.5 hours

Mende

37,38,44

2.5 hours

Krio

24,27,
36, 37,
42, 43,
48, 54,
62,69,
80

28,
38,
44,
55,
71,

1 - 14

34, 14, 6, 12, 13, I 5 hours
41, 14
45,
61,
77,

English

~

~
oD

SCSL-2004-15-T

9/48

4/16/2007

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

SLA and RUF elements, and to the atrocities
committing by undisciplined soldiers. KaHon,
according to the witness, had a particular role
in investigating such crimes - for example,
the break-in at the Commercial Bank - and in
enforcing the rules of the RUF movement.
The witness will detail the medical and
educational programs established by the RUF
in Kono, for both civilian and combatant use.

1:§
r-{;
.--.!O
SCSL-2004-15-T

10/48

4116/2007

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

TONKOLILI

DMK
No

24. 019

Description of expected testimony

Para
of Indictment
Indictment
counts

The witness will testify that he met Kallon in 37,38,44,45
1998 at Masingbi. The witness was present
when RUF combatants attacked and captured
a group of Kamajor fighters. Kallon told the
RUF combatants not to kill the Kamajor
fighters and he tried to establish peace in the
area. The witness will testify that Kallon
ordered the release of some civilians who had
been detained by RUF combatants Kallon was
a strict disciplinarian who punished RUF
combatants whenever they committed crimes.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
10,11

Estimated
Language
time
for
testimony
1 hour

Krio

1'2

?l
d

SCSL-2004-15-T

11148

4/16/2007

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

MULTI-DISTRICT

DMK
No!
Name
25. I 006

26. 1007

SCSL-2004-15-T

Description of expected testimony

Para
of I Indictment
counts
Indictment

The witness is a RUF insider and was a
member of the Internal Defence Unit. The
witness can speak to the command structure
and operations of this unit.. The witness met
Kallon in Kangari Hills, and will testify to his
movements and position. He maintains Kallon
was passed over for promotion in the
movement due to mission failures. The
witness will detail the breakdown of relations
between the SLA and RUF during and
following the retreat to Kono. He states that
Kallon was not involved in the robbery of the
Commercial Bank at Kono, in forced mining
operations at Tongo Field or killing of
civilians at Tombodu. He also points to the
role of Kamajors in destroying property in
Koidu. As a member of the IDU, the witness
will give testimony on the treatment of
women throughout the movement. The
witness will testify that Kallon was not
involved in the abduction of the UNAMSIL
peacekeepers.
Witness joined the RUF in Liberia some time
in 1991, training with Kallon at Nama before
being deployed to Kailahun. He met Kallon
again at Makeni, after the fall of the AFRC
government. Witness states Kallon was based

24,25,26, 28,
34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39,41,42,
43,44,45, 48,
50, 54, 61, 68,
69, 70, 71, 77,
80, 83

12/48

Estimated
Language
time
for
testimony

3, 4. 5, 6,7, I 3 hours
8, 9, 14, 15,
18

24,25,27,28, 16, 7, 8, 9, I 2.5 hours
34,35, 36, 37, 15, 18
38,39,41,42,
43,44,45, 54,
61,68, 69, 77,

Krio

~

Krio

:&
~
4116/2007

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

DMK
No/
Name

27. I 014

SCSL-2004-15-T

Description of expected testimony

there, and had visited Freetown only
occasionally. The witness retreated to Kono,
and can give details of the command structure
there, as well as information relating to the
interactions between SLA and RUF groups at
that location. Witness later moved to Makeni,
and in 2000, was there when the UN
peacekeepers were abducted. He states certain
RUF commanders were involved, though not
Kallon, who was elsewhere. Witness will also
testify generally to the existence of RUF laws
and disciplinary procedures, as well as to
deny any experience of 'forced marriage'
among the RUF camps.
Witness was a student in 1997, when he first
met Kallon. He reports that civilians were
happy the RUF had arrived there, as they had
previously been harassed by the SLA.
Witness states Kallon was very strict in
ensuring his fighters abided by the RUF laws.
Witness further details Kallon had a large
extended family in Bo, and would look after
civilians in the area. The witness will testify
that Kallon went to visit other RUF
commanders in Freetown during this time, but
never went to Kenema between 1997 and
1998. Witness states he traveled with Kallon
as they were pushed out of Bo by ECOMOG,
retreating to Kono. He can relate the
command structure there, and recalls Kallon
13/48

I

Para
of Indictment
counts
Indictment

Estimated
Language
time
for
testimony

I 83

24,25, 34, 36, 16, 7, 8, 9, I 2.5 hours
37,41,42,43, 12, 15, 18
44,54,68,69,
83

English

w
}j
4/16/2007

KALLON DEFENCE REVISED CORE WITNESS' SUMMARIES

DMK
No/
Name

28. I 016

29. I 027

Description of expected testimony

being jailed by Mosquito in Buedu. Witness
denies KaHon's involvement in forced labour.
Later in 1998, the witness joined KaHon in
Makeni, where he reports good relations
between the RUF and civilians. He never
became aware of 'forced marriage' or the use
of child combatants by the RUF. The witness
saw certain RUF commanders take part in
attacks on the UNAMSIL peacekeepers in
Makeni, and maintains KaHon was elsewhere.
I The witness is a RUF insider and worked with
KaHon from around 1995. He wiH testify that
KaHon addressed combatants on respecting
the laws of the RUF and he wiH testify that
KaHon was strict in disciplining RUF
combatants who violated internal RUF laws.
He did not see KaHon commit any of the
crimes aHeged.
I The witness is a RUF insider. The witness
first met KaHon in late 1992 or early 1993,
and can speak to the RUF command structure
at this time. He indicates there was a rift
between Liberian and Sierra Leonean
factions, such that KaHon and others were
imprisoned for a time before being freed by
combatants including the witness. The
Liberians were driven out, and KaHon was
posted at Pendembu. After the AFRC coup,
the witness was sent to Lungi. The witness
wiH testify about the retreat to Kono in 1998

SCSL-2004-15-T

14/48

Para
of I Indictment
counts
Indictment

I 38,44

34,36,37,39"
41,42,43,44,
51,48, 55, 57,
62,65, 68, 71,
73, 80, 81

I 1 - 14

Estimated
Language
time
for
testimony

I 2 hours

1, 2, 4, 6, 7, I 4 hours
12, 14

Krio

Mende

~
C/)

(x;)

4116/2007
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DMK

Description of expected testimony

No/
Name

30. I 028

31. I 029

and give evidence about the command
structure there from 1998 to 1999 The witness
describes crimes committed by the AFRC/
SLA in Kono, and subsequent splits between
RUF and AFRC/ SLA groups as well as
infighting among the RUF itself. The witness
also states children were cared for in RUF
camps, and were not armed. He will testify
that the RUF laws concerning fair treatment
of civilians were well respected and enforced
by the G5 unit and others.
I The witness will testify that he was captured
around 1992 by Liberian RUF rebels. Later he
met Kallon who asked him to be his
bodyguard as he did not like small boys
fighting but the witness declined. After the
AFRC coup, he met Kallon in Kai1ahun and
joined him. The witness participated on the
attack on Kono and did not receive any orders
to loot or bum Kono. The witness will testify
about disciplinary action by the RUF should
such acts be committed. The witness saw
some UNAMSIL peacekeepers beating and
disarming a RUF combatant at Makump. He
informed some other RUF officers about this
who went to the scene. Kallon was not
present.
I The witness will testify he was abducted some
time in 1992 by Liberian RUF rebels. He
initially did domestic work for some

SCSL-2004-15-T
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32. I 033

33. I 035

Description of expected testimony

commanders. In 1995, he met Kallon at Camp
Zogoda, in Kenema, and can speak to the
command structure and the laws operating
among the RUF. He can indicate Kallon's
role in disciplining combatants was explicitly
endorsed by the RUF commander in chief.
The witness became a fighter when he was
around 17 years old. The witness was sent to
the Northern Jungle under the command of
another RUF leader, where he stayed until the
intervention. The witness can testify about the
retreat to Kono in 1998. Witness indicates
Kallon's shooting over a sheep was directed
at a soldier. Witness also details infighting
between RUF and SLA factions and a falling
out among RUF commanders, including
Kallon, in Kono.
I The witness is a RUF insider. She first met
Kallon at Bo Highway and can testify to his
good relationship with civilians. She was
based in Kono from 1998 and can testify
about the RUF command structure at that
time. She will testify that she did not see
Kallon order or personally kill civilians. The
witness will testify that Kallon was not
involved in the abduction of the UNAMSIL
peacekeepers in Makeni.
I The witness will testify that he joined the
RUF in 1991. He underwent training and was
taught about RUF ideology. The witness can
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44, 48, 55, 62,
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Description of expected testimony

give evidence about intemallaws in the RUF
and punishments should these laws be
violated. The witness can testify about
problems between the Liberian and Sierra
Leonean factions of the RUF. The witness can
give evidence as to the RUF command
structure in 1992 - 1993. He met Kallon in
1995 at Zogoda where Kallon's disciplinarian
stance was praised. The witness can give
further evidence as to the reorganisation of
the RUF command structure in 1995. After
the AFRC coup the witness traveled to Bo
where he met Kallon again. The witness will
give evidence about the retreat to Kono in
1998 and also evidence about the Kono
command
structure.
Witness
details
difficulties among
RUF
commanders,
including Kallon, in Kono. Witness will give
further evidence about infighting in the RUF
in Makeni. The witness can give evidence
about the
abduction
of UNAMSIL
peacekeepers and various RUF officers' role.
The witness did not see Kallon use fighters
who were under age.
I The witness joined the RUF around 1994 and
met Kallon at that time. She stayed with
Kallon's family for three years, based at
Camp Zogoda, Kenema District, and will
testify about his domestic situation and care
of abandoned children. The witness will detail

SCSL-2004-15-T
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KaHon's disciplinary role and standing among
other combatants. The witness moved to
Kono in 1998, and is able to give detail of the
command structure, and AFRC/ SLA and
RUF relations, at that location. She gives
details of a jet attack at Kaihema, and
subsequent house burning. The witness wiH
testify that KaHon was not involved in the
abduction of the UNAMSIL peacekeepers at
Makuth. The witness did not experience
incidences of 'forced marriage' in RUF
camps and wiH give evidence of RUF internal
laws forbidding rape.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He met KaHon 124, 38, 44, 45 I 1 - 14
at Zogoda, Kenema in 1994 and worked with - 82
him for about 3 years. He will testify that
KaHon was a strict disciplinarian against RUF
combatants who violated RUF internal laws
and that he did not see KaHon committing any
atrocities. KaHon assisted the witness when he
was injured.
I The witness voluntarily joined the RUF in I 25,38,44,83 I 1 - 18
1997. He can testify about the retreat to Kono
in 1998 and can testify about the command
structure in Kono from 1998 to 1999. The
witness later was posted to Magburaka. The
witness wiH testify that KaHon was not
involved in the abduction of UNAMSIL
peacekeepers. The witness can testify that
KaHon was a strict disciplinarian against RUF
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38.
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Description of expected testimony

combatants who violated internal RUF laws.
The witness is a RUF insider. He can detail
ongoing problems between SLA and RUF
factions and harassment of civilians by the
former. The witness will testify that civilians
were cared for among the RUF by the G5
unit. He can speak to the post-intervention
command structure and to troop movements
in Koinadugu at this time. The witness
maintains there were few radio operators
among the rebels, confined to senior
commanders. He will testify about the lack of
co-operation between the RUF and AFRC/
SLA, and that infighting was taking place
within the RUF in Kono. In late 1998, the
witness moved to Makeni. There, he met
Kallon, who was reaffirming the RUF laws
and promising punishment to those who broke
them. The witness will testify that Kallon was
not involved in the abduction of the
UNAMSIL peacekeepers.
The witness is a RUF insider. He will testify
that he was a G5 and was later posted to Kono
in 1998 where he met Kallon. He can testify
about the RUF command structure in Kono
during that time. The witness can testify about
Kallon's good relationship with civilians and
that he did not see Kallon commit any of the
alleged crimes. The witness was later posted
to Makeni. Kallon was a firm disciplinarian
19/48
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Estimated
time
for
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against RUF combatants who harassed
civilians,
for
example
Kanon
took
disciplinary
measures
against
RUF
combatants who looted property from
civilians.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He was made a 24,25, 34,36, 14, 5, 6, 7, 8, I 3 hours
G5 commander and would follow the front to 37, 38, 39,41, 9, 12, 14
look after civilians as the fighting advanced. 42, 43, 44, 48,
At Camp Zogoda, he met Kallon, and will 54, 55, 62,68,
speak to his good relations with civilians, and 69, 71, 80
his reputation for disciplining fighters. Some
time in 1996, the witness traveled to Kangari
Hills, where he witnessed a bodyguard
punished for harassing a civilian. The witness
will testify about the retreat to Kono and the
lack of effective command at that location.
The witness win testify as to the rules that
governed RUF fighters, including the
prohibition on burning houses. He will point
to a breakdown in co-operation between RUF
and AFRC/ SLA elements. As a G5
commander, the witness will also testify to
the RUF's treatment of women, and to the
efforts to care for, and educate, children in the
camps.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He win testify I 25,34,38,44 I 1,2, 14
I 2.5 hours
about the retreat from Makeni to Kono and
his knowledge of the RUF command structure
in Kono from 1998 to 1999. He will testify
that Kallon was not involved in the looting of
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41. I 056

SCSL-2004-15-T

Description of expected testimony

the Sierra Leone commercial bank. He will
testify that Kallon was not involved in the 6
January 1999 invasion of Freetown as he was
based in Magburaka. Kallon was a strict
disciplinarian and not liked by some in the
RUF movement.
The witness is a RUF insider. In 1994 or
1995, the witness came to know Kallon at a
base in the Bo area, where Kallon was
involved in disciplinary activities against
RUF combatants. The witness can testify to
the command structure at that time. When the
AFRC came to power, the witness had been
assigned with Kallon to the Northern Jungle.
Kallon did not have troops under his
command. The witness went to Freetown
until the retreat to Kono in 1998. The witness
will testify that Kallon did not kill civilians in
Koidu Town. He will also state that Kallon
was not involved in the robbery of the
Commercial Bank there. The witness will
testify to the command structure operating in
Kono from 1998 to 1999. The witness will
testify to infighting between Kallon and other
RUF commanders. The witness will testify
that Kallon was not involved in the abduction
of UNAMSIL peacekeepers. He will further
testify that Kallon did not use child
combatants.
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42.

057

25, 38,42,44,
48, 80, 83

43.

058

The witness is a RUF insider. In 1992, the
witness was posted to Bunumbu, where he
met Kallon, and where he experienced
infighting between Liberian and Sierra
Leonean RUF elements. He will testify to the
existence of RUF internal laws, and to the
strictness with which they were enforced by
Kallon. He can give details of the RUF
command structure in Kono from 1998 to
1999 and will testify that Kallon was not
involved in violence against civilians or the
looting of the Commercial Bank. The witness
can also give details of the lack of cooperation between RUF and AFRC/ SLA
groups in Kono. The witness will further
testify that Kallan was not involved in the
abduction of the UNAMSIL peacekeepers.
The witness met the RUF in 1991 III
Kailahun. He started working with them as a
medical personnel,
assisting wounded
combatants. He will testify about the good
relationship between the RUF and civilians in
Kailahun. He later joined the RUF and was
told about key internal laws against the
harassment of civilians and about the
ideology of the RUF. He met Kallon around
this time and can testify to his disciplinary
stance against RUF combatants who violated
internal RUF laws. The witness was posted to
Freetown following the AFRC coup. He can

SCSL-2004-15-T
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44,68,69
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44.
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45.
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Description of expected testimony

testify about the retreat to Kono in 1998 and
the RUF command structure in place at that
time. The witness did not see Kallon use child
combatants. The witness did not see civilians
being used as forced labour.
The witness will testify that he was captured
by ULIMO forces in 1992 and then later
joined the RUF. He would see Kallon at
Zogoda. At Zogoda the witness' role was to
assist the signaler. The witness traveled to
Freetown after the AFRC coup. The witness
can testify about the retreat to Kono in 1998
and his knowledge of the command structure.
The witness saw Kallon again in Makeni. The
witness can testify about infighting between
different factions in the RUF as well as lack
of co-operation between the SLA and RUF in
Makeni. The witness did not see Kallon with
child combatants. Kallon would discipline
RUF combatants who harassed civilians. The
witness heard that UNAMSIL peacekeepers
were disarming RUF combatants by force and
can testify about a RUF officer's involvement
in the UN abductions. The witness did not see
Kallon's involvement.
The witness is a RUF insider and joined the
RUF's medical unit. He can speak to the
command structure of the unit and of the RUF
at that time. In 1997, the witness heard that
Kallon was to come to Camp Zogoda to face
23/48
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Description of expected testimony
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Estimated
Language
time
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disciplinary charges, after which he went back
to his station at Kangari Hills - joined by the
witness. The witness states Kallon was strict
in his enforcement of the RUF's rules and, for
example, would punish severely any
combatant found looting or burning. The
witness went to Freetown during the junta
period, and heard Kallon was assigned to Bo.
When ECOMOG intervened, the witness
retreated to Kona, and met later with Kallon.
The witness can speak to the command
structure there, and to Kallon's ongoing
disciplinary role. He can also testify to
problems between the RUF and AFRC/ SLA
and that Kallon was not involved in the
looting of the Commercial Bank.
The witness is a RUF insider. He met KaHon 138,39,41,42, 14, 6, 12, 13, I 4.5 hours
14
around 1992. The witness will testify that 43,44
around 1994 he was assigned, as a member of
the Internal Defence Unit, to enforce the laws
of the RUF, which governed all combatants
and were designed to protect civilians. The
witness can speak to the nature of these laws
and to the processes for their enforcement.
While in Benguema, he was involved in
farming, and maintains no-one was forced to
participate. In 1998, the witness left as part of
the general retreat to Kono, and can testify to
the infighting between RUF and AFRC/ SLA
groups there. He will testify that Kallon was
24/48
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48. I 075
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not involved in the killing of civilians and can
testify to Kallon's role in disciplining and
punishing, combatants.
I The witness will testify that she was attacked I 37,69, 71, 83
by a group of Kamajors and assisted by
Kallon. Kallon informed her it would be
better for her to stay with the RUF for her
protection. The witness traveled with the RUF
to Kono and can testify about the looting and
burning of Koidu Town. The witness was in
Magburaka
when
the
UNAMSIL
peacekeepers were attacked and can testify
Kallon was not involved. The witness will
testify that Kallan had a good relationship
with many UNAMSIL peacekeepers.
I The witness will testify he met some RUF 125,27,28,37,
rebels in the bush in Kono in 1998. He 38,43, 44, 68
decided to go along with them with his
family. The witness met Kallon in Kono. The
witness will testify about his knowledge of
the command structure in Kono at the time.
KaHon protected the witness' wife from being
attacked. The witness will testify to Kallon's
good relationship with civilians in Kono and
also Magburaka where Kallon was later
deployed. The witness can give evidence that
civilians were not forced to mine by the RUF.
He also states that KaHon did not kill civilians
and refers to Kallon disciplining RUF
combatants who harassed civilians. Kallon
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49. I 076

50. I 078

Description of expected testimony

did not use child combatants.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He first met
Kallon around 1996. The witness will give
details of Kallon's disciplinary role and of
RUF internal laws and punishments. The
witness did not evidence abuse of women in
RUF camps or the use of child combatants.
The witness indicates he never witnessed
Kallon with a personal radio. The witness
moved to Kono, and can give evidence of the
command structure in place there from 1998
too 1999, as well as the incidence of AFRC/
SLA atrocities at that location. Witness
indicates Kallon's alienation from the RUF
leadership and his subsequent arrest for
insubordination. The witness later traveled to
Makeni, and will testify that Kallon was not
involved in the UNAMSIL attacks.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He was based
in Kono in 1998 and can testify as to the RUF
command structure at that time. He will
testify that Kallon was not involved in the
looting of the Kono Bank and did not give
orders to bum Kono. The witness will testify
about Kallon's subsequent arrest for
insubordination. He will further testify about
Kallon's good relationship with civilians. He
will also testify that Kallon was not involved
in the abduction of the UNAMSIL
Peacekeepers.
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I Description of expected testimony

SCSL-2004-15-T

The witness will testify that she was abducted
by rebels. Later Kallon met the witness, felt
sorry for her and told her to stay with his
extended family. The witness carried out
normal domestic jobs she would have done in
her own family setting. Kallon cared for the
witness as one of his children. The witness
will testify about Kallon's good relationship
with civilians and how he would punish RUF
combatants who would harass civilians.
The witness will testify that he was a G5
whose primary role was to take care of
civilians brought to safety from the front line.
If combatants mistreated civilians then they
would be punished. The witness did not
observe instances of 'forced marriage'. The
witness was with Kallon in 1996 at Kangari
Hills and can describe the command structure
at that time. He was also posted to Kabala in
order to stop harassment of civilians there by
the SLA. The witness will also testify about
the retreat to Kono and the command
structure at Kono in 1998. The witness will
also testify about the looting of the
commercial bank by the SLA. The witness
will testify about problems between the SLA
and RUF and lack of cooperation between
them as well as infighting between RUF
factions. The witness will testify about
Kallon's good relationship with civilians and
27/48
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53. I 090

54. I 091

Description of expected testimony

his disciplinarian stance against RUF
combatants who harassed civilians. The
witness can testify about some RUF
combatants who were involved in the
abduction of the UN Peacekeepers at
Makump and states Kallon was not involved.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He will testify
that he was instructed in the proper treatment
of civilians and the laws governing fighters.
He met Kallon in 1994, in Pujehun.. The
witness can speak to Kallon's strict
punishment of the transgressions of
combatants under his command. The next
year, the witness was among a small group of
fighters stationed at Bo with Kallon, who had
his extended family there. The witness can
testify to the protection of women in the
camp, and will testify he did not evidence the
use of child combatants by the RUF or
'forced marriage'. The witness traveled to
Kono with Kallon, and speaks of the RUF
being blamed for atrocities committed by the
AFRC/ SLA. The witness will testify that
Kallon was not involved in the abduction of
the UNAMSIL peacekeepers.
I The witness is a RUF insider. She will testify
that children were not used as combatants and
she was instructed to look after abandoned
civilian children. The witness married (with
no coercion) a RUF signaler. The witness was
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in Kenema with her husband, and can speak
to the command structure there. She was later
in Kono, and reports ensuing problems
between Kallon and other RUF commanders.
She will also testify to Kallon's good
relationship with civilians. She did not
evidence instances of 'forced marriage' by
RUF commanders or instances of forced
labour.
The witness is a RUF insider.. In 1992, an 125, 38, 39,41, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, I 2.5 hours
SLA attack forced the witness and others to 42, 44, 48
9, 14
retreat to Buedu, where he met Kallon and
other RUF commanders. The witness can
speak to the command structure at that time.
He was soon posted to Kangari Hills and
remained there until 1997, moving to
Freetown briefly before retreating to Kono.
The witness can testify to the command
structure in Kono from 1998 to 1999. The
witness will testify to a break down in
relations with the AFRC/ SLA. The witness
will testify that Kallon did not kill civilians.
The witness will speak to the good treatment
of civilians, women in particular, at the hands
of the RUF, and to Kallon's role in
disannament.
In 1991, the witness was caught by a group of 24, 33, 34, 36, 4, 6, 13, 14, I 4 hours
Liberians and taken to the RUF training base 37, 38,41,42, 15, 18
at Bo Waterside. There were both Sierra 43,44,69, 77,
Leonean and Liberian elements in Pujehun, 83
29/48
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and the witness can testify to the command
structure in place and the laws governing the
movement. The witness first met Kallon in
1993, at Camp Zogoda, when he was taken
there as a bodyguard to Foday Sankoh. He
recalls Kallon then had no position, but was
known as a strict disciplinarian. Witness can
speak to the commanders present at Zogoda,
having been present at a number of meetings
at that place. In 1994, Sankoh assigned the
witness to Kallon in order to have him report
back on whether Kallon was too heavy
handed in meting out punishment to
combatants. The witness never saw him
overstep his powers. When the RUF
leadership was called to Freetown by the
AFRC, the witness recalls Kallon being
assigned to Bo, and followed him there to
monitor him. During and after the retreat to
Kono after the intervention, the witness
maintains the group headed by Kallon did not
loot or burn. Operation Pay Yourself was
already underway by that time, and Kallon's
group did not participate. The witness further
states houses in Kono had been set alight by
Kamajors by the time they arrived in Kono,
and SLAJSTF forces had broken into the
bank. Kallon tried to recover the money,
precipitating a split between the SLA and
RUF. Witness indicates Kallon was just a
supervisor, with_n~troopsQir~tly assigned to
SCSL-2004-15-T
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him, and had to take commands from RUF
senior officers. KaHon was, according to the
witness, imprisoned at one point by the RUF
command, and thereafter sent back to lay
ambushes for ECOMOG near Gold Town.
Then, KaHon became a front line inspector at
Makeni, though he was not in command there.
When the UNAMSIL abductions occurred,
the witness recaHs KaHon being unhappy with
this. In 2001, KaHon asked the witness to go
to Tongo, where the RUF was involved in cooperative mining arrangements with civilians.
When a renegade commander began harassing
civilians there, KaHon arrive and removed
him, on orders from RUF command.
I The witness is a RUF insider. She met KaHon 138,39,43,44, 14, 6, 7, 13, I 3 hours
at Black Water. The witness wiH testify 54,69, 77
14
KaHon was not liked by fighters, who said he
was bad luck, and had problems with other
RUF commanders. KaHon came again around
1996, from Bo Jungle. He was kind to
civilians, the witness maintains, and protected
them weH. He had his family with him,
including smaH children. The witness wiH
testify about the retreat to Kono in 1998. The
witness wiH testify that KaHon did not kiH
civilians in Tombodu. KaHon, according to
the witness, would not aHow looting, or for
civilians to be used as forced labour. He
would discipline combatants harshly, and feH
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out with other commanders because of this.
The witness will testify that she married a
RUF combatant willingly and was not forced.
The witness will testify that she moved with 137, 38, 43, 68,
the RUF in order to secure her safety from 77,80
fighting forces. She went to Freetown with
the RUF after the AFRC coup and then
proceeded to Kono and later Makeni. She will
testify about the looting of the Kono Bank.
She will testify that she did not witness
women who were forced to marry RUF
commanders. She will testify about the
treatment of civilians in Kono from 1998 to
1999. She did not see Kallon use child
combatants. RUF combatants who harassed
civilians would be punished.
The witness is a RUF insider. She can give I 38,43, 68, 83
evidence as to the RUF command structure at
Kangari Hills in 1996. She will testify that
Kallon was disliked by many RUF
combatants because of his no compromise
stance concerning discipline of RUF
combatants who violated internal RUF laws.
The witness did not see Kallon committing
any crimes alleged. The witness did not see
Kallon use child combatants. The witness will
testify that Kallon was not involved in the
abduction of the UNAMSIL peacekeepers at
Makeni and Magburaka and mentions other
RUF commanders involved.
32/48
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I The witness came to know KaHon around I 37,68,83
1998. KaHon assisted the witness and his
relatives. He did not see KaHon use child
combatants. KaHon was not involved in the
January 6 1999 invasion of Freetown or the
abduction of the UNAMSIL peacekeepers.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He can testify 125,37,39,41,
about various RUF internal laws against 43,45
harassment of civilians. The witness met
KaHon in 1991 in Kailahun and worked with
KaHon in Bo in 1997. He can testify about the
retreat to Kono in 1998 and the burning of
Kono. He will also testify about the RUF
command structure in Kono from 1998 to
1999. He wiH testify about the kiHing of
civilians at Tombodu and state that KaHon
was not responsible. He will testify that
KaHon did not kiH a civilian for stealing a
sheep. The witness wiH testify that he did not
witness instances of forced faming in
Kailahun. The witness wiH also testify about
difficulties between the AFRC/ SLA and
RUF..
I The witness is a RUF insider. He later 124,25, 38, 43,
received further training as a radio operator, 44,68
in 1993. He can speak to the command
structure of the RUF's radio operations, and
to the processes of monitoring, maintenance,
transmission, recording and security that
surrounded radio communication. The witness
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was first assigned at Bailu, near the Liberian
border, and met Kallon there. The witness
attended the Abidjan Peace Accord
negotiations with RUF leadership in 1996,
and later worked directly with RUF senior
commanders, based at headquarters in
Buendu. The witness can speak to the
command structure of the RUF generally, and
to the disciplinary and agricultural programs
of the movement. He maintains that no child
soldiers were used by the RUF.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He met Kallon 124,38, 39,41, 12, 13, 14 I 4 hours
at Freetown in 1997 and reports that he was 42,43,68,69
posted at Bo. The witness will testify about
the retreat to Kono The witness will testify
that Kallon was not involved in the looting of
the commercial bank. The witness maintains
that Kallon was not involved in mining, and
looked after civilians well, and that in 1999,
in Kono, they were able to go about their
usual business. He states Kallon was strict
toward his own men and would shoot fighters
who looted. He also indicates Kallon traveled
with family members, including children, and
did not use child combatants.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He was posted 138, 39, 41, 42, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, I 6 hours
to Kangari Hills, and can testify to the 43,44, 83
9, 14, 15, 18
command structure there. He can speak to the
different factions of which the RUF was then
composed. The witness traveled to Freetown
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following the AFRC coup, and witnessed
Kallon assigned by the AFRC leadership to
Bo. The witness went with Kallon and stayed
in Bo until they retreated to Kono. He can
testify about the command structure in Kono
from 1998 to 1999. The witness will testify
that Kallon did not kill civilians and that he
did not loot the Kono Bank. The witness will
testify to the breakdown in relations between
the SLA and the RUF. The witness will testify
that Kallon was not involved in the abduction
of the UNAMSIL peacekeepers. The witness
will testify that Kallon had good relations
with civilians, never had a 'bush wife', and
was active in the disarmament processes.
Witness was assigned to UNAMSIL III 40
December 1999, initially working in DDR at
Lungi before deploying to Makeni in January
2000. Witness maintains that Kallon was the
point of contact for relations with the RUF in
Makeni, and was cooperative. He and Kallon
discussed the terms of the cease fire, with
KaHon claiming the UN had failed to meet its
agreed obligations. Other commanders
thereafter came to ask that combatants who
had come to the UN to disarm be handed back
to RUF leadership. With hostility mounting
between the UN and RUF, KaHon arrived
and, despite his anger at what he felt to be the
UN's betrayal, acted to stop RUF violence
35/48
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against the peacekeepers. After KaHon left,
however, the witness was abducted by a
separate group of RUF. The witness states
KaHon was an effective liaison, facilitating
transport of Savage through RUF controHed
areas to Lungi, and even helping arrange
sporting matches with the peacekeepers.
KaHon kept good relations with the local
civilians, and always acted when his attention
was drawn to the misbehavior of combatants.
\ Witness served in the Kenyan Armed Forces 124,25,27,28,
and was assigned to UNAMSII in November 38, 39,44, 83
2000, taking command on November 22 of
that year. He maintains the RUF were not a
conventional force,
despite superficial
resemblances, and that military leaders such
as KaHon were also seeking to serve a
political agenda. After asking Charles Taylor
to intercede on behalf of abducted Kenyan
UNAMSIL peacekeepers, the witness then
met with Foday Sankoh in prison to ask his
help. A meeting between he and other RUF
commanders was arranged, but he did not
want to talk to KaHon, calling him a sellout.
The witness advises Sankoh was an erratic,
autocratic leader who would sometimes issue
instructions to one commander that
contradicted those given to
another
commander. Some commanders, meanwhile,
would refuse to obey instructions from Kallon
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and others, only following orders they
perceived to come directly from Sankoh. The
witness, on making arrangements with senior
RUF figures for the deployment of UN troops
in Tongo Field, found later that RUF
on
the
ground
had
commanders
countermanded the orders. It was only after
Kallon was dispatched to Tongo to arrest a
particular RUF combatant and other
renegades that the deployment was able to
commence there. The witness further states
that the supposed alliances between the SLA
and RUF were not built on any firm
foundation,
and
as
such,
quickly
disintegrated. He advises Kallon was never an
important substantive commander, and he was
mostly on the ground, rather than in
coordinating roles. Kallon cooperated with
the UN where he could - dismantling illegal
roadblocks and confiscating weapons., despite
considerable
opposition.
The
witness
observed, however, that Kallon's relations
with civilians were positive, and saw schools
set up with his assistance in Makeni and
Magburaka. He was strict in punishing
fighters who threatened or harassed civilians.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He was first 138,41,43,44, 112, 15, 18
deployed in Pujehun and then moved to 68, 83
Kailahun in 1996. The witness went to
Freetown with a group of RUF leaders after
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the AFRC coup and can speak to the RUF
command structure at the time. He also details
laws governing RUF fighters. The witness
retreated through Makeni to Kono after the
fall of the AFRC government, and gives
information on the breakdown of co-operation
between RUF and SLA groups there. The
witness describes Kallon's disciplinary and
investigative roles while in Kono. Witness
will give evidence about the RUF's relations
with civilians - denying any contact with
RUF child soldiers. The witness moved to
Makeni around 1999. He will testify that
Kallon was not involved in the abduction of
the UNAMSIL peacekeepers.
I The witness is a RUF insider. The witness 125, 38, 41, 44, 11, 2, 15, 16, I 2.5 hours
will testify that he met Kallon in 1995 at 83
17, 18
Kailahun. The witness was in Makeni at the
time of the AFRC coup, and can speak to the
command structure at that time. When the
witness was in Freetown during the junta,
Kallon was, he says, in Bo. The witness
retreated with others to Kono after the
intervention. The witness maintains the
AFRC/ SLA and RUF forces in Kono had
separate command structures, and infighting
commenced between the groups. The witness
will testify to Kallon's disciplinary stance
against RUF commanders who committed
crimes. The witness will further testify that
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Kallon was not involved in the abduction of
UNAMSIL peacekeepers in Makuth or
Lunsar.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He will testify
about his knowledge of the RUF command
structure in 1996. The witness will testify
about the retreat to Kono in 1998. He will
also testify about the command structure in
Kono from 1998 to 1999 and the difficulties
between Kallon and other RUF commanders,
resulting in Kallon' s imprisonment in
Kailahun. He will further testify about
infighting between different factions in the
RUF and lack of co-operation between the
RUF and AFRCI SLA. The witness will
testify to his knowledge of the looting of the
Kono Bank. The witness will testify that
Kallon was a strict disciplinarian and that he
would punish RUF combatants who violated
internal RUF laws. The witness will testify
about the killing of civilians at Tombodu and
state that Kallon was not responsible. He will
testify about the abduction of the UNAMSIL
peacekeepers and that Kallon was not
involved.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He can testify
about the laws governing fighters. He was
sent to the front line, and with other RUF
troops, was pushed into Liberia for a year,
before re-emerging at Kailahun in 1992.
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There the witness was trained as a radio
operator by the RUF, working in this capacity
throughout the war. Witness can speak to the
command structure at this location, and the
role and operational details of radio
commanders. Witness recalls a message
regarding insubordination by Kallon as a
result of which Kallon was detained. He will
give information about the types of radio sets
used. He indicates, though, that perhaps 70%
of the sets were faulty, affecting the work and
isolating front line commanders. The witness
can describe the process for transmitting and
receiving messages, and the command
structure that surrounded radio operations.
The witness will also detail his role
monitoring radio communications as a signal
commander. During his time as a radio
operator, the witness recalls messages relating
to the split between RUF and AFRC elements
in Kono, and the reaction to forcible
disarmament of RUF fighters by the UN. He
indicates Kallon was not involved in the
latter.
I Witness was trained by the RUF as a radio 26,27,28,34, I 4,5
operator in 1993, working for a number of 36,37,38, 39,
high-ranking RUF commanders through the 44
course of the war. He can speak to the
command structure of the movement at
various points and will testify to the
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interaction of senior figures with the AFRC
during the junta period and afterward. The
witness sent messages to Kallon in 1997 and
1998, regarding his assignment to Bo. The
witness will also give testimony in relation to
the RUF's use of radio communications and
maintains that so many sets were faulty that
RUF commanders were often out of touch
with headquarters for extended periods. He
notes one instance where Kallon was unable
to communicate with RUF headquarters for
three months due to a failed radio set. The
witness states radio stations used by the RUF
were not secure and were open to a range of
personnel. Witness states that, during a spell
in Kenema in 1997 and 1998, he saw other
RUF commanders commit killings of civilians
alleged to have been perpetrated by Kallon.
Witness was assigned as Kallon's bodyguard 35, 39, 42, 43,
in 1996, and can speak to the command 44,68,74
structure that applied to such positions. He
did not see KaHon use child combatants. The
witness was with Kallon until 1998, when he
left to work on KaHon's family farm in
Buedu. The witness was in charge of the
harvest, and did not see civilians used as
forced labour. With members of Kallon's
family, the witness moved to join KaHon in
Magburaka in 2000. Witness will testify to
Kallon's positive treatment of civilians.
41148
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36,43,61,68, 14,6, 12, 13,
83
14, 15, 18

3 hours

Krio
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141

25,38,41,44 I 14

2.5 hours

Krio

75.
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The witness will testify that Kallon took him,
and other small boys, away from combat. The
witness was cared for in Kallon's home, as he
disapproved of the use of child combatants.
The witness will testify about the retreat to
Kono in 1998. The witness will testify about
the difficult relationship between the SLA/
AFRC from 1998. The witness can speak to
the RUFs treatment of citizens and, on
occasion, captured ECOMOG troops. He also
has knowledge of the RUF command
structure and internal laws. He will testify
about mining operations from 2000. The
witness will state Kallon was not present
when the fighting with the UN occurred in
Makeni.
The witness is a former SLA soldier. He met
Kallon in Kono around 1998 and can testify
to the command structure in place at the time.
The witness will testify about a break down in
relationship and co-operation between the
SLA and RUF forces. The witness will testify
that Kallon disciplined a RUF combatant who
looted civilian property.
The witness will testify that he was assigned
to UNAMSIL in 2000. The witness met
Kallon in Magburaka. Kallon was active and
supportive of the peace process and cooperated with the witness. Kallon had a good
UNAMSIL
relationship
with
the

37,38,83

4 hours
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peacekeepers and facilitated the movement of
humanitarian workers.
The skirmishes
between the RUF and UNAMSIL in May
2000 were due to lack of confirmation and
coordination by UNAMSIL with the RUF.
Kallon was not responsible for this. Kallon
was strict with RUF combatants who
defaulted against rules, such as against
looting. The witness did not come across any
complaint against Kallon regarding poor
treatment of civilians. Kallon solicited the
assistance of UNAMSIL troops with regards
to civilian welfare.
Witness was assigned to UNAMSIL in 1999, 68,83
as a Military Observer (MILOBS). He states
during his period of service in Sierra Leone,
he does not recall Kallon being accused of
any crime. He remembers Sankoh coming to
Bo to speak in favour of the peace process
and to encourage disarmament. In April, the
witness recalls a disagreement with a RUF
combatant who wanted weapons that had
been handed in to the UN. This disagreement
resulted in an attack on the MILOBS. He
states no-one by the name of Kallon was
involved in any abductions of UN personnel.
He does not recall any use of child soldiers by
the RUF at these postings, and reports general
co-operation between them and the
peacekeepers.
43/48
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Witness was deployed to Sierra Leone in
1999 as part of the UNAMSIL Military
Observer (MILOBS) contingent. On arrival in
Magburaka, he was introduced to Kallon and
other commanders by Sankoh, who was there
encouraging disarmament. The witness recalls
gunfire at one UN location, leaving MILOBS
surrounded, but never saw hostage taking.
78. I 154
The witness stayed with Kallon and his family
and assisted with domestic work. He was with
Kallon's family in Kailahun and can testify
that they conducted private farming and did
not use forced labour. Kallon was a man of
discipline who would punish RUF combatants
who committed crimes. He did not see Kallon
use child combatants.
Witness
will discuss the agencies involved in
79. I Mr
Mauri DDR programs, and the activities they
e Ellie, employed to verify the ages of supposed exExpert combatants. He will examine the distinctions
made between those reporting to have been
involved in combat, and those recruited by
armed contingents for other, usually domestic,
purposes. In particular, the actions of Caritas
Makeni will be discussed, given their
significant role in receiving and assessing
claims of child combatant status. The witness
will place these claims in the context of the
conflict as it affected the Northern Province
of Sierra Leone. He will further examine the
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recruitment policies of various fighting
forces, as they are understood. Finally, he will
critique the eligibility criteria used by aid
agencies
to
consider
entrance
into
rehabilitation and support programs, post-war.
The witness will discuss about the command 14,24,25,27,
structure of the RUF and the nature of the 28,34,36, 37,
relations between the RUF and AFRC. He 42
will also examine the command responsibility
by the RUF for crimes allegedly committed
by the AFRC/ SLA and the alleged
responsibility of a RUF commander for
crimes allegedly committed in a location
under a different commander. He will
examine the methods of command by Foday
Sankoh over the RUF and the nature of
relations between Foday Sankoh and the Field
Commander of the RUF. He will further
examine the implementation of the Lome
Peace Accord by the RUF, AFRC/ SLA,
CDF/ Kamajors and the Government of Sierra
Leone. Finally he will analyse the alleged
command responsibility of the Deputy Area
Commander and Field Inspector within the
RUF command structure.
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[Transcript from AFRC Trial: 2 October I 41,46, 78
2006]

Witness was in his village in Kenema District
in May 1997. Witness first moved to Kenema
when Kamajors attacked his village, and then
proceeded to Bo. Witness testified that he saw
the Kamajors when they entered his village.
Witness said that while fleeing his village, he
saw a nearby village, Konnelah that had just
been burnt down. He saw Kamajors jubilating
while coming from that village's direction.
The witness said he attended a meeting called
by the AFRC at the Bo town hall. He said
that Kamajors were also present in Bo, based
in an area called Gerehun. Witness said some
Bo locals were sent to appeal to the Kamajors
to end the conflict. Witness later heard that
the Kamajors had killed them. He said that
within this period, Kamajors constantly
attacked Bo town and this caused him to
move to Sembehun 17 village. Witness said
he saw and identified the Kamajors himself.
He said that several houses were burnt down,
including a Muslim school very close to his
own house. He said he witnessed many
unlawful killings by the Kamajors. Witness
said he heard that Kamajors killed chief
SCSL-2004-15-T
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Demby of Gerehun. Witness said he visited
his village, Sembehun 17, Tikonko Chiefdom
in 1997. He said Kamajors later attacked the
village, burning ten houses and killing two
people. Witness said during this time, he
never heard of RUF rebels been present in all
the places he testified about.
[[Transcript from AFRC Trial: 19 September I 41,42
2006]
Witness said that in 1997, there was a fight
between Kamajors and the AFRC soldiers in
the township of Bo. He said in May/June
1997, Kammjors harassed the people of Bo
and killed those they perceived as AFRC
collaborators. He said that even when they
fled to Mile 19, Kamajors still harassed them
there. He said that Kamajors were the ones
killing people in Bo, induding the town crier,
a man named Zebra. Witness also recalls
when the Kamajors hacked a soldier to death
along Prince Williams Street. He said they
also killed some of his friends, who they
accused of sympathizing with the AFRC.
Witness said on their way to Mile 91,
Kamajors killed two boys at the Bo/Taiama
highway because they were wearing black
boots, thinking they were soldiers.
[[Transcript from AFRC Trial: 6 June 2006 - I 26, 43, 45, 77
6 July 2006]
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Witness' evidence relates to the composition
of the Supreme Council under the AFRC, the
burning of Kono in 1998 and the saving of the
witness' life by KaHon.
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The Witness is an RUF insider and was 38,43,44,68
posted at Baiama Highway with KaHon from
1995 to 1996. He did not see KaHon commit
any atrocities and wiH testify about KaHon's
disciplinarian stance against RUF combatants
who harassed civilians. He did not see KaHon
use child combatants.
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The witness met Kallon in Makeni in 2000. I 37,38,44,83 I 1 - 18
Kallon punished combatants who were
accused of harassing civilians. He can testify
to Kallon's good relationship with civilians.
The witness heard that Kallon was not
involved in the UNAMSIL abductions but
rather that it was other RUF combatants who
were involved. Kallon promoted disarmament
and the peace process.
I 1 - 14
The witness is a RUF insider and worked as a I 37,38,44
G5. He will testify to Kallon's good
relationship with civilians and Kallon's
disciplinarian stance against RUF combatants
who harassed civilians. He will testify that
Kallon preached unity among RUF rebels and
Kamajors in order to ensure the protection of
civilians. He will testify that Kallon did not
order the killing of 14 Kamajors in Masingbi.
The witness will testify that he met Kallon in I 37,38,44,83 I 1 - 18
Makeni and saw him regularly pray in the
mosque. The witness will testify to Kallon's
good relationship with civilians in Makeni
and his disciplinarian stance against RUF
combatants who harassed civilians. The
witness will testify that Kallon saved his
brother from being executed in Kono. He will
testify that Kallon gathered people to pray for
2/26

Estimated
Language
time
for
testimony
2 hours

Krio

2 hours

Krio

2 hours

Krio

~oD

-0
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5. I 094

6. I 106

7. I 107

8. I 108

peace in Sierra Leone. The witness will testify
that Kallon was not involved in the abduction
of the UNAMSIL peacekeepers in Makeni.
I The witness will testify he met Kallon in 1998 I 37,43,69
and that he advocated peace among the
civilians. He will testify that farming in the
community was not forced. He will testify
about his knowledge of infighting between
the RUF at this time. He will testify that
Kallon did not order the burning or looting of
houses and that Kallon was not part of the
January 6, 1999 invasion of Freetown.
I The witness will testify to Kallon's good I 37,54, 77, 80
relationship with civilians and how Kallon
supplied food to the witness. The witness did
not experience burning of houses or sexual
violence against women by the RUF while the
RUF were in Makeni from 1998.
I The witness will testify to the good I 37
relationship between the RUF and civilians in
Makeni from 1998. A meeting was held and a
warning given to RUF combatants that they
should not harass civilians. The witness will
testify that the RUF did not bum or loot
houses in Makeni. He will testify how RUF
fighters who violated RUF laws prohibiting
crimes were punished.
I The witness is a member of the RUF Political I 37
Party. She will testify that she joined as the
RUF had treated civilians well. Kallon was
involved in sensitizing people about the party.
She can testify about the good relationship
between the RUF and civilians. The witness
was instrumental in setting up an orphanage

SCSL-2004-15-T
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I 1.5 hours

UP
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Krio

1, 2, 6, 7, 8, I 40 minutes
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I 40 minutes

Krio
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9. I 109

10.1112

11.1117

12.1 121

13.1131

SCSL-2004-15-T

for abandoned children and Kallon supported
this with donations.
The witness can testify about the good
relationship between the RUF and civilians in
Makeni and that Kallon paid him for
rendering medical services to him. He was not
forced to work for Kallon.
The witness will testify to Kallon's good
relationship with civilians in Makeni. He did
not see Kallon use child combatants.
The witness met Kallon in Makeni at the
central mosque. He will testify about Kallon' s
good relationship with civilians and how he
donated items to the mosque. He will testify
that Kallon was against the harassment of
civilians and that when complaints were made
to him, he would punish the culprits.
In 1991, the witness returned to Makeni to
find the RUF installed there. He was
persuaded by RUF commanders to stay with
his family. The witness states laws against
rape, murder and other atrocities were put in
place by the rebels, and these were enforced
by Kallon. Civilians were assisted, according
to the witness, with food and medicines these were often distributed by Kallon
himself, as he did not have his own troops.
Witness recalls infighting among the RUF,
and states some commanders were involved
in attacks on the UN peacekeepers. Kallon,
according to the witness, afterward helped put
this situation under control.
Witness was in Makeni in 1998 when RUF
rebels entered the town. Witness will testify
4/26

1 -14

30 minutes

Krio

36,43,68

1,2, 12

40 minutes

Krio

37

1-14

30 minutes

Krio

37,38,41,42, 4,6, 15, 18
43,44,45, 51,
54, 57, 61, 65,
69, 73, 77, 81,
83

2 hours

Krio

37, 39,
54, 77

1.5 hours

Krio
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UP

WITNESS' SUMMARIES

that while in Makeni, he liaised with the G5
office of the RUF. Witness states that Kallon
was based in Magburaka only visiting Makeni
infrequently. Witness will testify that Kallon
treated civilians with respect. Witness states
that no looting, rape or burning of houses took
place.
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WITNESS' SUMMARIES

KAILAHUN WITNESSES
14.1 024

15.1 025

16.1 070

I The witness will testify he first met Kallon at I 38,43,44,69 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
7,10,11,
a meeting in 1994 where Kallon addressed
13, 14
civilians and the RUF, stating civilians should
not be harassed. The witness will testify to the
good relationship between the RUF and
civilians. The witness did not observe
instances of forced farming or 'forced
marriage'. The witness will testify to his
knowledge of the killing of the suspected
Kamajors.
I Witness states he met Kallon at Kailahun in 24,25,27,28, 7, 13
1994 or 1995, during which time Kallon was 34, 37, 38, 39,
fighting at the front. Government troops had 41,42,43,44,
captured Buedu, according to the witness, and 45,49, 54, 58,
civilians and combatants alike retreated to 69, 74
Camp Zogoda. At that time, the witness
advises farming projects were begun, though
Kallon was not involved in this. He states the
farming was a co-operative effort, and work
was not coerced. The witness relates details of
the command structure in the area, and recalls
Kallon was junior in this structure. He
indicates Kallon was not involved in the
killing of Kamajors that occurred in Buedu.
The witness will also testify that 'forced
marriage' did not occur within his experience,
and that civilians were allowed by the RUF to
go about their business unimpeded.
I The Witness is a RUF Insider. He was based I 38,44
1- 14
in Kailahun in 1998. The Witness was in
Buedu when a RUF officer was brought in for
an investigation for allegedly mistreating a

SCSL-2004-15-T
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UP
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female trainee. This officer was subsequently
removed from her position. The witness will
testify about cnmes committed by RUF
fighters were investigated and perpetrators
punished.
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WITNESS' SUMMARIES

KENEMA WITNESSES
DMK
No

17. I 030

18. I 045

19. I 067

Para
of I Indictment
Indictment
counts

Description of expected testimony

I The witness is a RUF Insider. She first met
Kallon in 1995. Kallon was a disciplinarian
and would punish RUF combatants who
harassed civilians. The witness was present at
the killing of civilians at the Cyborg Pit and
can testify that Kallon was not present or
involved. The witness will testify that while
she knew Kallon, he did not commit any of
the crimes alleged in the indictment.
I The witness met Kallon in 2001, in Tongo
Fields. There had been, according to the
Witness, problems there with certain RUF
combatants and other RUF or ex-RUF
renegades. The witness maintains that these
people were harassing civilians, forcing them
to mine and looting. Kallon, according to the
witness, arrived in Tongo to investigate
complaints about this, and removed the
offending persons. The witness states that
after Kallon had put the situation under
control, harassment of civilians and forced
mining stopped in Tongo.
I The witness will testify he met Kallon when
he was sent to Tongo Field in 2000 to
investigate claims of harassment of civilians
by RUF commanders. The witness will testify
that Kallon called a meeting, at which the
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38,44,45,47

Estimated
Language
time
for
testimony

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, I 2 hours
10,11

Krio

136,37,38,43,
44,69, 70, 77

1,2, 13, 14

I 1.5 hours

Krio

136,37,38,43,
44,69, 70, 77

13, 14

I 2 hours
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offending RUF commanders were called to
account. Kallon also ordered that all check
points that were maintained by RUF
combatants must be dismantled. The witness
will testify that Kallon returned again in 2001
to lecture combatants on disarmament.

~
d

~
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KONO WITNESSES

Estimated
Language
time
for
testimony

DMK
No

Description of expected testimony

of Indictment
Para
Indictment
counts

20.

041

36,37,77

1-14

2 hours

Krio

21.

046

25,37,36

1 -14

2.5 hours

Krio

22.

111

The witness is a RUF Insider. She can testify
about the retreat to Kana in 1998 and the
burning of houses, stating Kallon was not
present. The witness knew Kallon for 4 years
and did not see him commit any atrocities.
The witness will testify he met Kallon in 1997
in Bo. He retreated to Kana with Kallon, the
RUF and other civilian sympathizers. The
witness can testify that Kallon did not give
orders to bum down Kana. The witness can
testify to his knowledge of the RUF command
structure in Kana from 1998 to 1999. He can
testify about Kallan's good relationship with
civilians.
The witness is a RUF insider and will testify
to the RUF command structure in Kono from
1998 to 1999. The witness will testify about
his knowledge of the burning of Kono. The
witness did not see Kallon use child
combatants.

25,43,68, 77,
80

12, 14

2 hours

Krio

~
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WITNESS' SUMMARIES

TONKOLILI WITNESSES
DMK
No

23. I 019

Description of expected testimony

Para
of I Indictment
Indictment
counts

I The witness wiH testify that he met KaHon in I 37, 38, 44, 45
1998 at Masingbi. KaHon told the RUF

24. I 034

25. I 036

26. I 043

27. I 051

fighters not to kiH the Kamajor fighters.
KaHon ordered the release of some civilians
who had been detained by RUF combatants
Kallon was a strict disciplinarian who
punished RUF combatants whenever they
committed crimes.
I The witness was a member of the Ojeh
Society and can testify to KaHon's good
relationship with civilians.
I The witness is a RUF Insider and met KaHon
in 1999 in Magburaka. The witness wiH
testify that he did not see KaHon committing
atrocities. KaHon was a strict disciplinarian
and the witness saw him met out punishment
to two RUF combatants who carried out acts
of sexual violence.
I The witness will testify he met KaHon in
Makali and that KaHon assisted the civilians
there and had a good relationship with them.
Witness wiH testify that KaHon was not part
of the January 6, 1999 invasion of Freetown.
I The witness will testify about KaHon's good
relationship with civilians in Makali and that
she did not see KaHon commit any atrocities
against civilians.

SCSL-2004-15-T
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Estimated
Language
time
for
testimony

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, I 1 hour

Krio

10,11

I 37

1 - 14

I 30 minutes

118,38,54

1, 2, 6, 7, ,8 I 1.5 hours
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I 37

1 - 14

I 30 minutes

Krio

I 37
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I 30 minutes
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28.

054

29.

063

30.

103

37,38,44
The witness will testify about Kallon's good
relationship with civilians in Mobontor. The
witness was assaulted by a RUF combatant
and, following a complaint, the witness was
informed that Kallon had instituted
disciplinarian measures against the
combatant.
37,38
The witness will testify about Kallon's good
relationship with civilians in Mobontor and
how he used to admonish RUF fighters not to
harass civilians. The witness never saw
Kallon commit any atrocities.
The witness is a RUF insider. He will testify 25,36,69,70
that Kallon was not responsible for mining
activities in Tongo Fields, Kenema. He will
also testify about the command structure in
Kono from 1998 to 1999. He will further
testify that Kallon spared the lives of some
Kamajors who were captured in Magburaka
and tried to promote peace in the area. He will
testify that Kallon was not involved in the
abduction of the UNAMSIL peacekeepers.

UP

1 - 14

30 minutes

Krio

1 - 14

30 minutes

Krio

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 3 hours
10, 11, 13,
15, 16, 17,
18

WITNESS' SUMMARIES
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MULTI-DISTRICT WITNESSES

DMK
No

31. I 001

Description of expected testimony

Para
of I Indictment
Indictment
counts

The witness will testify about Kallon's 124,25,27, 28,
background and how he was abducted into the 37, 41
RUF in Liberia. She will testify about staying
with Kallon in Makeni following the AFRC
coup and then the retreat to Kana in 1998.
She will testify that Kallon was not part of the
retreat from Freetown in 1998. She will
testify that Kallon did not commit any crime
of forced marriage and that while Kallon
helped many people including children who
lived with him, he did not force any of them
to work in his house or on his farm. The
Witness will testify concerning Kallon's
station in Bo and how he related with
civilians there. The Witness will testify about
how, in her presence, Kallon stopped children
from being armed and ordered that they be
based only in safe areas. The Witness will
testify that Kallon did not embark on any
mining in Kana and that he was not involved
in the robbery of the Sierra Leone
Commercial Bank in Kana. The Witness will
testify that Kallon did not order or partake in
the burning down of Kono. She will testify
that Kallon was arrested and detained in
Buedu for opposing that particular order. The
Witness will talk about the various crimes that
RUF laws forbade and how Kallon was
SCSL-2004-15-T
13/26
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Language
time
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testimony
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32. I 003

33. 1004

SCSL-2004-15-T

effective in implementing such laws. She will
explain about difficulties that arose between
Kallon and the RUF leadership and also
disputes between the AFRC and RUF. She
will testify to Kallon's good relationship with
civilians and how he saved many of them
from being harassed or killed by other
combatants.
The Witness will testify that she worked with
Kallon in the RUF and can testify to his good
relationship with civilians. She did not see
Kallon commit any of the crimes alleged. The
witness will testify that Kallon was not part of
the retreat from Freetown to Kono in
1998.The Witness will testify about the
command structure in Kono from 1998 to
1998. The witness will testify that Kallon did
not order the burning of Kono. She will testify
that Kallon did not give any promises of
promotion to his forces for burning houses.
The witness will testify he joined the RUF
voluntarily in 1991, becoming a part of the
movement's humanitarian wing. He was an
officer for food and agriculture, supervising
farmers to ensure food security in RUFcontrolled
zones
in
Kailahun
until
approximately 1995. He will testify that
Kallon was not involved in forced farming.
The witness will give evidence of the
existence
and
operations
of
RUF
humanitarian agencies and their interaction
with
other
non-governmental
aid
organizations. The witness left Kailahun in
about 1995, traveling to Kenema District,
14/26

I

25,37

I I - 14

24,25,27,28, I 3, 13
34,36,37,38,
39,41,42,43,
44,51,57,65,
68, 73, 81

UP

2.5 hours
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1.5 hours
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34. I 008

35. I 010

returning after Kamajor attacks, and moving
on to Makeni in 1999. The witness will testify
to his role in coordinating humanitarian
assistance to vulnerable persons behind RUF
lines. He will state he first met Kallon in 1996
and spent time with him around 1999 when
assigned to Makeni. The witness will also
detail command structures and RUFISLA
relations at that location.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He met Kallon 24,27,28,34, 14, 5, 6, 7, 8, I 3 hours
in the early 1990s. The witness will relate rifts 35,36,37,38, 9, 12
between Liberian and Sierra Leonean 39,41,42,43,
members of the RUF and the imprisonment 44,45,54,61,
by the fonner of Kallon and other RUF 68, 69, 70, 77
commanders. Following the AFRC coup the
witness was posted to Freetown. He will
testify that Kallon was based in Bo at this
time. The witness later took up assignment in
Kailahun, and states Kallon was not present at
the time of the killing of the Kamajors. The
witness will further testify to the existence
and enforcement of laws governing RUF
combatants, and to the proper treatment of
women and children in rebel camps.
I The witness will testify that he was arrested 137,38,43,44, I 1 - 18
I 2.5 hours
by some soldiers in Kono in 1998. The 54, 68, 83
soldiers took his personal belongings and
Kallon ordered that they be given back and he
assisted the witness. The witness can testify to
problems between Kallon and RUF leaders
during this period. The witness can testify
about Kallon's good relationship with
civilians in Kono and Magburaka. The
witness did not see Kallon use child
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36. I 011

37. I 013

38. I 015

combatants or subj ect women to sexual
violence. The witness will testify that kallon
did not order the burning down of Kana. He
will testify that the order came from Sam
Bockarie and that Kallon was arrested for
questioning the order. The witness was
residing with Kallon when the attacks on
UNAMSIL personnel happened and will
testify that Kallon was not involved.
I The witness will testify that he was abducted I 38 ,44,68, 83
by the RUF in 1993 and remained with the
RUF during the war. He did domestic work
for Kallon and did not take part in combat. He
will describe how Kallon disciplined RUF
combatants who harassed civilians. He will
state that Kallon did not kill a person for a
sheep but rather disciplined one of his
security guard's who looted the sheep from a
civilian. Witness will state Kallon was not in
charge of mining in Kana. He will further
state Kallon was not involved with the
abduction of the UN Peacekeepers and was
based in Magburaka at the time.
I The witness is a RUF insider and will testify 125,38,41,43,
about the retreat from Makeni to Kana. He 44, 48, 68, 80
will also testify about the command structure
in Kana from 1998 to 1999 and his
knowledge of allegations, such as the killing
of civilians and burning and looting of
houses. Kallon did not use child combatants.
Kallon was a strict disciplinarian against
combatants and as a result was disliked by
many combatants.
I The witness is a RUF insider and was a I 37,38,43,44,
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39. I 023

40. I 026

member of the Military Police. He will testify I 54,69, 71
that Kallon was a disciplinarian against
combatants who violated RUF internal laws.
He did not see Kallon use sexual violence
against women. He will testify to Kallon's
good relationship with civilians. Kallon did
not use child combatants. He did not witness
Kallon force civilians to mine for him.
I The witness will testify that he was abducted 138,43, 44, 68,
by the RUF as a schoolboy in Bo during 83
1997. He was taken to Kono, along with other
boys. When he was taken to the battle front,
Kallon stopped him and others from
becoming combatants,
and
had
the
commander who brought them flogged.
Kallon assisted the witness. Meeting up with
Kallon later in Makeni, the witness saw him
unite underage boys with their families,
arranging passage for them through RUF
territory. The witness will further testify that
Kallon was not involved in the abduction of
the UNAMSIL peacekeepers.
I The Witness will testify he met Kallon in 24,25,26,36,
1996 at Bo Jungle and can speak about the 38,41,48, 55,
command structure at that time, stating that 51, 57, 62, 65,
orders came from RUF officers senior to 68, 71, 73 ,80,
Kallon. The witness will speak about RUF 81
internal laws against the harassment of
civilians and the resulting punishments should
these laws be violated. Kallon was a strict
disciplinarian to RUF combatants. Following
the AFRC coup the witness moved to Makeni.
He can speak about the rifts between the
AFRC and the RUF. The witness will also
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41. I 047

42. I 055

43. I 060

testify about the command structure in Kono
from 1998 and KaHon's role. The witness did
not see Kallon use child soldiers.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He met Kallon
in 1992 and can testify to his good
relationship with civilians. Kallon always
traveled with his family and extended family
members. He can testify that he did not
witness Kallon killing civilians. He can
further testify that Kallon was not involved in
of
the
UNAMSIL
the
abduction
peacekeepers.
I Witness joined the RUF voluntarily in Bo
during the late 1980s, but never undertook
military training, as he became part of the
ideological and political wing of the
movement. He details the role of the G5 unit
within the RUF; its part in civilian protection
and education.
The witness will give
evidence of RUF intema11aws and processes
for enforcement. During the junta period, the
witness remained in Kenema and will give
details of the command structure at that
location. He details civilian killings in
Kenema and will testify that Kallon was not
involved. The witness moved to Kai1ahun
some time in 1998, staying until early 2000.
He states Kallon was in Kono and Magburaka
during this period, though his large extended
family, which he used to visit, was in
Kai1ahun. The witness will testify that Kallon
did not use child combatants
I The witness is a RUF Insider. He was posted
to Kono in 1998 and can detail the RUF

SCSL-2004-15-T
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44. I 061

45. 1064

46. 1077

47. I 081

command structure there from 1998 to 1999.
He heard that the UNAMSIL abductions were
committed by certain RUF combatants.
Kallon's name was not mentioned.
The witness is a RUF Insider. She met Kallon
at Kangari Hills in 1996 and can testify to the
command structure there. She can testify that
she did not see Kallon committing any crimes
alleged. She did not see Kallon use child
combatants.
Witness stayed with the RUF in Moyamba
District for protection. When the RUF were
pushed out she was afraid to stay behind and
moved with them to Koribondo where she
first met Kallon. She later traveled with the
RUF to Freetown, Kailahun and later Kana.
Witness states she traveled with the RUF
voluntarily and was given food and medical
care. Witness states that she stayed with her
husband at Kallon's house, together with
Kallon's family, and was a cook for them.
Witness will testify that she did not see
Kallon treat civilians badly and that civilians
never complained about him.
The witness is a RUF insider and will testify
that he worked with Kallon in the jungle. He
can testify to Kallon's disciplinarian stance
against RUF combatants who harassed
civilians and that, for this reason, many RUF
combatants disliked Kallon.
The witness will testify that he was captured
by a Liberian rebel. He was rescued by Kallon
who said that he was not allowing any
underage boys to go to the war front. Kallon
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1.5 hours
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48. I 085

49. I 086

50. I 089

51. I 096

took the witness to live with him and his
family until the witness was reunited with his
family at the end of the war.
I The witness is a RUF insider and will testify
that he was posted to Kono in 1998. He will
give evidence of the RUF command structure
there at that time. He was present when
Kallon disciplined some combatants who had
looted civilian property. He will testify that
Kallon was not involved in the abduction of
the UNAMSIL peacekeepers.
I The witness is a RUF insider and came to
know Kallon in 1992. Kallon was a strict
disciplinarian and was disliked by most
combatants due to this. The Witness can
recall an incident in 1995 where Kallon
punished some RUF combatants. Kallon did
not commit any of the crimes alleged.
I Witness was a member of the CDF Kamajor
wing, and was jailed in Freetown in 1997 by
the AFRCI SLA. After escaping due to an
appeal to Kallon, he went to Bo, where
Kallon saved him again from the suspicion of
soldiers who threatened to kill him as a
Kamajor spy. Kallon moved him to Buedu,
where he farmed, among others paid for their
work. Witness described confrontations
between Kallon and other RUF combatants
over the former's disciplinary role. The
witness will testify Kallon was not involved
in the abduction of the UNAMSIL
peacekeepers and that he had good relations
with UNAMSIL personnel.
I The witness will testify about Kallon's good
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52. I 113

53. I 118

54. I 122

relationship with civilians in Makeni and
Magburaka.
I Some time in 1991, witness met RUF 31,41,42,43,
combatants, among them Kallon, when they 44,45, 51, 54,
arrived in Makeni. She attended a meeting in 57, 61, 65, 68,
which the RUF's intention to co-exist 69, 73, 77, 81,
peacefully with the civilian populace was 83
stressed. Witness will testify to the existence
of internal RUF laws prohibiting rape and
other crimes. Witness gives detail of the
involvement of certain RUF commanders in
the attack on UNAMSIL personnel near
Makeni, and emphasizes Kallon did not
participate. She states Kallon had good
relations with the peacekeepers. Witness will
also testify that civilians in the Makeni area
were well treated by the RUF, and denies any
experience ofRUF child soldiers.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He met Kallon I 38,44
in Kailahun. He will testify that during the
early part of the war in Sierra Leone, the
Liberians faction of the RUF commanded
influence. He will also testify that many
Liberian RUF did not like Kallon because of
his disciplinary stance against those RUF
combatants who harassed civilians. The
witness did not see Kallon commit any of the
crimes alleged.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He was I 37,38,44
informed about RUF internal laws against
harassment of civilians and the ensuing
punishments that would follow if these laws
were violated.. In 1995 he was deployed to
Kangari Hills with Kallon and can testify
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55. I 140

56. I 143

about the RUF command structure there at
that time. The witness will testify about the
retreat to Kono in 1998. He will testify that
Kallon was against harassment of civilians,
such as looting, and would discipline
combatants who committed such acts. He will
testify to Kallon's good relationship with
civilians.
I The witness was with Kallon in the North
Jungle in 1996 and can testify to the
command structure at that time. The witness
can also testify about the command structure
in Kono from 1998 to 1999. He states that
civilians were not forced to mine and that
those RUF combatants who raped, harassed
civilians, burnt houses, or stole, were severely
dealt with. The witness states that children
were not forced to fight.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He will testify
about the good relationship between the RUF
and civilians. He will also testify about the
laws governing RUF fighters. The witness
relates attempts by Liberian elements of the
movement to depose the RUF leader, and to
dominate the Sierra Leonean members of its
command. In 1992, the witness was involved
in repelling the Liberian renegades from
Sierra Leone, and can speak to the command
structure of the RUF at this time. The witness
can speak to the disciplinary and
communications processes employed by the
RUF at this time. He will also detail changes
to the command structure over 1996-1997,
and infightingbenyeen ~Q£and SLA groups
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57. I 148

58. I 150

59. I 151

SCSL-2004-15-T

following the fall of the AFRC regime. The
witness will further relate problems internal to
the RUF, specifically conflict between rival
commanders in Makeni and Lunsar during
1999. Witness can speak to Kallon's role in
driving the renegade soldiers from Makeni.
The witness met the RUF in 1999 and began
working as a liaison between the RUF and
civilians as well as promoting peace between
the fighting factions. He will testify to RUF
combatants who committed crimes being
punished. Kallon was a man of discipline and
for this reason disliked by many RUF
combatants. The witness will testify to the
good relationship between civilians and the
RUF. The witness did not see the use of child
combatants. The witness will testify to his
knowledge of the RUF command structure at
that time and difficulties between the
AFRC/SLA and RUF.
The witness sought refuge with the RUF
following an attack by Kamajors in Bo. She
can testify to her good treatment by RUF
commanders and their families. She met
Kallon in Kono around 1998. She can testify
that those RUF combatants who committed
acts of sexual violence would be punished.
The witness is a RUF Insider. He will testify
he first met Kallon in Kailahun in the early
1990s. Kallon was imprisoned by the Liberian
RUF faction because of his stance against
harassment of the civilian population. They
subsequently fought against the Liberian
faction of the RUF. The witness will testify
23/26
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about his movements to Freetown and
Kenema following the AFRC coup. He will
also testify about the attack on Kono in 1998
and the RUF command structure at that time.
The witness will testify about infighting
between different RUF factions. He will also
testify about difficulties between the AFRC/
SLA and RUF. The witness was a Blackguard
and will testify about the group's function to
send reports to the RUF leader concerning the
activities of combatants and whether they
followed RUF internal laws. The witness will
testify that Kallon was a strict disciplinarian
against RUF combatants who violated these
laws, such as those who looted.
60. I 152
I The witness met the RUF in 1991 in Kailahun 137,38,43,44,
and served as a liaison between the RUF and 68, 69
civilians. He can testify about how the good
relationship between the RUF and civilians in
Kailahun. He met Kallon around this time and
can testify to his disciplinary stance against
RUF combatants who violated internal RUF
laws. The witness later decided to join the
RUF and was informed about various RUF
laws against harassment of civilians. The
witness served as an Intelligence Officer and
would report on RUF combatants who
committed offences. The witness was later
posted to Kenema and then to Freetown. He
can testify about Kallon's good relationship
with civilians, particularly in Makeni. The
witness did not see Kallon use child
combatants. The witness can testify that
farming, particularly in Kailahun, was not
forced. The witness was actively involved in
SCSL-2004-15-T
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61. I 155

62. I 156

63. I 157

the peace process and can testify about
Kallon's support for the disarmament process.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He was a MP
commander initially based in Kai1ahun and
can testify about the functions of MP
commanders to arrest those who went against
the rules and regulations of the movement.
The witness can testify about the retreat to
Kono in 1998 and the command structure in
place there from 1998 to 1999. The witness
will testify about the breakdown in relations
between the AFRCI SLA and RUF. He will
also testify about infighting between different
factions in the RUF. The witness will testify
about his knowledge of the killing of civilians
in Tombodu and that Kallon was not
responsible. The witness will testify about the
abduction of the UNAMSIL peacekeepers and
that Kallon was not involved.
I The witness is a RUF insider. He first met
Kallon in the North jungle and can testify to
the command structure there. He can testify to
the good relationship between the RUF and
civilians at the time. The witness will testify
about the retreat to Kono in 1998 and the
RUF command structure at the time. The
witness will testify to Kallon's good
relationship with civilians and his disciplinary
stance against RUF combatants who harassed
civilians. The witness did not see Kallon use
child combatants.
I The witness will testify that he willingly
joined the RUF. He was based in Kailahun
and then Kenema. He retreated to Kono in
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64. I 158

1998 and can give evidence about the
command structure there. He can describe
lack of co-operation between the RUF and
SLA. Kallon had a good relationship with
civilians. The witness states that he did not
see the use of child combatants or occurrences
of "forced marriage". He describes RUF
internal laws against harassment of civilians
and the resulting punishments should this be
violated.
The witness is a RUF insider. After the AFRC 125,37, 38,41,
coup, he moved from Kailahun to Freetown. 44, 43, 68
He will testify about the retreat to Kono in
1998. There he met Kallon and he can testify
about the command structure in Kono from
1998 to 1999. The witness will testify about
Kallon's good relationship with civilians and
how he punished RUF combatants who would
commit crimes. The witness will testify to
problems between the AFRC/ SLA and RUF
forces. The witness did not see the use of
child combatants by the RUF.
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AnnexC
In compliance with Order 6 of the Consequential Order s
Concerning the Preparation and the Commencement of the Defence Case

Indictment
Paragraph Number

Testimonial evidence (DMK No)

Documentary evidence (DMK Exh No)

Brig. Fundi (Expert)

8

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
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001,004,006,007,008,014,025,026,029,035,042,052,
056,057,071,076,087,093,097,115,116,130,134,140,
142, Brig. Fundi (Expert)
001,003,004,006,007,013,014,025,026,029,032,033,
039,046,048,049,050,052,053,056,057,058,060,061,
069,071,075,078,085,087,092,097,103,111,114,115,
130,133,134,140,141,148,151,155,156,158,157, Brig.
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26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Fundi (Expert)
006,026,029,056,071, 136, Alex T. Brima
001,004,006,007,008,025,029,049,056,071,075,130,
136, 140, 142, Brig. Fundi (Expert)
001,004,006,007,008,025,029,049,056,071,075,130,
136, 140, 142, Brig. Fundi (Expert),

18
2
2, 5
2

113

093
004,006,007,008,014,025,027,029,039,049,052,053,
055,056,060,061,071,093, 133, 136, 142, Brig. Fundi
(Expert),
006,007,008,137,143
35.
004,006,007,008,014,026,027,029,039,041,045,046,
36.
049,052,055,056,067,071,073,087,088,093,103,104,
112, 135, 136, 138, 142, Brig. Fundi (Expert),
001,002,003,004,006,007,008,010,014,015,018,019,
37.
025,027,031,033,034,037,038,039,041,043,044,045,
046,047,049,050,051,052,054,055,056,058,059,063,
064,067,071,074,075,079,080,082,084,087,088,093,
094,095,096,098,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,112,
113,114,117,119,120,121,122,124,126,131,135,136,
142, 144,148,150,152, 154, 156, 157, 158, Brig. Fundi
(Expert)
002,004,006,007,008,010,011,013,015,016,018,019,
38.
021,023,024,025,026,028,029,030,036,038,039,040,
042,044,045,048,049,050,052,053,054,056,057,058,
059,063,067,069,070,071,072,075,076,077,079,080,
084,085,086,087,088,089,090,092,093,097,098,100,
104, 115, 116, 118, 120, 121, 122, 125, 126, 130, 132, 133,
134,135,136,137,140,141,142,144,148,150,151,152,
156, 157, 156, 158
004,006,007,008,025,027,028,029,052,055,056,071,
39.
072,076,092,097, 114, 116, 125, 130, 131, 134, 135, 136,
137, 155
129
40.
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41.

001,004,006,007,008,013,014,021,025,026,027,029,
039,049,052,055,056,057,069,071,072,076,082,087,
088,090,092,093, 113, 114, 116, 120, 121, 125, 132, 133,
134, 135, DAB 137, DAB 138, 141, 142, 143, 148, 151, 155,
157, 158
004,006,007,008,014,025,027,029,039,049,052,055,
056,057,071,072,084,087,088,090,092,093,113,
116,120,121,125,137, DAB 138, 142, 143, Brig. Fundi
(Expert),
004,006,007,008,010,013,014,015,023,024,025,027,
029,031,039,040,045,049,052,055,056,058,059,.064,
067,072,075,076,079,081,082,084,087,089,090,093,
094,095,097,098,100, 104, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116,
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154, 156, 157, 158, Mr. Maurie Ellie, Alex Brima
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042,055, DAB 137
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